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Conversation 3 River Gomati @ Chhobimura Tripura

myNADI is a series 
of two-way conversa-
tions with communi-
ties to understand 
their engagement with 
their rivers and water. 
These conversations 
are free flowing and in-
teractive consultation 
encouraging people to 
express their connect 
with the river closest 
to them. They aim to 
create a bottom up dis-
course incorporating 
concerns, challenges, 
needs and aspirations 
of local communities 
around rivers

Chhobimura, Gomati, Tripura:
Chhobimura or Chhabimura, also known as Chakrakma is on the bank of 
river Gomati in Gomati district of the Indian state of Tripura. It is famous 
for the carvings on steep stone banks of river Gomati. There are huge 
carved images of Devi Chakrakma (claimed by some to be Durga in her 
Mahishasura Mardini avtar) Shiva, Vishnu, Kartika, and other gods and 
goddesses. It is located in Amarpur subdivision of Gomati district which is 
82 km away from the capital city Agartala, 30 km away from Udaipur and 
7.5 km from Amarpur, the nearest urban centre. 

The Asian Confluence team visited Chhobimura to explore the potential 
around water-linked tourism and also to understand how the local 
people engage with the river Gomati and the new-found interest around 
Chhobimura. The team had detailed discussions and interactions with the 
Jamatia Huda Goshti members who are presently in charge of running the 
tourism activities around Chhobimura. 
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Breathtaking jungle river course:
The river Gomati meanders through a long stretch 
of high rock cliffs and dense rain forests in the 
Baramura - Debatamura Reserve Forest area of 
Tripura. It gives a very Amazon-like feel as one 
sails through the snaking rive through the densely 
forested cliffs

16th century rock carvings depicting Hindu 
gods and goddesses:
The Chhobimura rock carvings can be seen in 
two places on the right bank of Gomati along this 
stretch of roughly 14 kms. The first carving shows 
the Hindu trinity of Brahma-Visnu-Maheshwar 
propped up by Vasuki, the mythical snake. This 
carving is right across the bank of the Chhobimura 
Ecopark established by the Tripura government. 
Further downstream of around 9.2kms, the 
famous carving of Debi Chakrakma (Mahisasura 
Mardini Durga by other accounts) can be seen.  
She is carved on a 90 degrees steep rock wall with 
an imposing height of 20ft with snakes as her hair 
and below her a sitting carving of Rudra Bhairavi 
(demon Mahishasura by other accounts). Local 
tribes claim that the carvings were done during 
the period of king Chichingfa’s grandfather. There 
are many a folklore and story around Maa Chakra, 
which later became Chakrakma, as per members 
of the Jamatia Huda. 

Caves in the trail:
As one sails from the Chhobimura eco-park to the site of Chakrakma, there is another site of tourist interest. 
On the left bank of Gomati, midway between the ecopark site and Chakrakma carving, it is met by a small 
stream, which almost but dries up during seasons other than the monsoons. A kilometre long trek through 
the stream bed and several adventurous mini-climbs takes one to the mouth of a cave, known  as Debduar 
(gateway to the god’s place) which, as per Jamatia lore, is the place where King Chichcingfa stashed away 
all his wealth to save it from invaders.

Substantial potential for Tourism and some already happening:
Chhobimura has immense potential for tourism of many kinds, including nature, adventure, archaeological 
and history trails. There is already some existing tourism happening that is being managed by the Jamatia 
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Huda Goshti. Asian Confluence team found 
out that tourism started around the year 
of 2008 and the ecopark was established 
around 2014 by the government. At 
present the ecopark facilities, including 
accommodation and boating is being 
managed by a cooperative run by the 
Jamatia Huda.  The tourism provides 
income opportunities for roughly 35-37 
families during the peak season of late 
October to February and around 12-15 
families during the off-peak seasons of 
March to April. Tourists mostly come 
from Agartala and other parts of Tripura. 
In the recent times there have been an increase of footfalls from states of West Bengal, Assam, Delhi and 
a few others. Foreign tourists also come from countries like UK, USA, Thailand, Russia and Japan, but they 
are very few and far between. Tourist footfall is low during May-September and income opportunities 
are minimal during this time. The alternate livelihood in the locality is agriculture. The group presently 
has 8 boats including 5 country boats and 3 mechanised speed boats. Other than providing boating and 
accommodation, the group also runs food and a memorabilia shops at the ecopark. The central government 
has recently sanctioned some funds for development of Chhobimura tourism. 

Key Challenges identified:
Better, sustainable and tourism oriented infrastructure needed: D  The existing infrastructure,  
including the accommodation facilities and the boating facilities are highly insufficient and dated. 
The place needs modern implements, boats, telecommunication, safety measures for boat jetties and 
adventure trails (like Debduar caves) and sustainable infrastructure that can highlight the local tradition 
and architecture, which in  turn can attract more high value tourists.
Better Connectivity needed:  D The roads connecting Chhobimura to Amarpur, the nearest urban centre 
is not in great condition, though motorable. There are ongoing efforts to improve the roads including 
constructing a new bypass road.  More importantly, better telecom and internet connectivity will help 
boost the tourism potential of the place. At present, there are major issues in terms of mobile signal 
availability along the river course to the Chakrakma site. 
Comprehensive planning and action on maintaining river Gomati needed: D   The locals shared 
concerns around silting and non-maintenance of river Gomati. They fear that with more footfalls, waste 
generation and climatic change impacts, the river may no longer be free flowing and manageable in the 
future unless concrete action is taken at the ground and top levels. The Jamatia are aware about the 
dangers of waste disposal and littering the river and they do their best to convey the same to tourists 
who visit, however, in absence of a structured policy and initiative, the efforts to this end are not very 
effective. This is also due to the fact that income depends on tourists and the community members are 
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concerned that being too restrictive to the tourists can prove to be counterproductive to footfalls. They 
however shared their concerns around noise and other kinds of pollution that tourism leads to. They 
also shared their optimism around Gomati becoming a waterway between India Bangladesh when the 
Asian Confluence team shared the possibility as per recent government intent and negotiations. 
Tourism orientation, capacity and skill gaps of local population: D  The local community, though 
doing their best to run the tourism facilities, lack exposure, capacity and skills to be able to cater to 
high value and global tourists. The group members are however keen to update and upgrade their skills 
and requested the Asian Confluence team to help them get training on tourism services, maintaining 
infrastructure, waste management ad overall sustainable destination management.  
Training and localised skill needed for maintenance of the boats:  D The boats are arguably the most 
important assets/resource that the group has given that the entire experience at Chhobimura revolves 
around the boat ride on the river. Whenever the boats face technical issues with the engine and other 
spares, it becomes extremely difficult to do repairs or get spares. There is no training or skills among 
the locals to repair and maintain the boats on their own.  This makes the repair and maintenance 
process time taking with a high opportunity cost.

Key entry points towards prosperity and sustainability:
Building sustainable tourism around natural, historical and cultural resources to and build on the  D
tourism experience at Chhobimura so as to match global standards. Particular emphasis needed towards 
promoting local culture, cuisine, textile and architecture to enhance the tourism experience.
Using the proposed India-Bangladesh waterway through Gomati to promote cruise and river tourism  D
across borders and also for global high value tourists. 
Training and Capacity building of members of Jamatia Huda Goshti on tourism services to be able to cater  D
to global and high value tourists and also sustainable management of natural and other resources
Working with private sector and government to put in place modern, safe and sustainable infrastructure,  D
tourism-aids and facilities

Key Ally identified: Jamatia Huda Goshti cooperative society

Way Forward: Promoting sustainable and high-value tourism has a lot of promises for Chhobimura. It 
needs collective and synergised action from government, civil society private sector and communities. This 
will need focused intervention by the government to develop infrastructure, promote entrepreneurship in 
partnership with private players and also building awareness, capacity and skills of local communities to 
provide tourism-linked services with hand-holding from civil society organisations.
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